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Public Relations is one of the most sought
after practices in the perception conscious
contemporary age. But more often than
not, what is practiced in the name of public
relations is a travesty of what it ought to be
and often downright misleading. The
reason behind this confusion is simple
ignorance of the true concept of public
relations, with the result that different
forms
of
communication
and
information-dissemination and related
activities are dubbed as PR practice. Its
identification with Propaganda, perhaps, is
the most misleading and to great extent
harmful to genuine PR practice. This book
PERSPECTIVES
OF
PUBLIC
RELATIONS is all about presenting the
correct paradigm of public relations. Image
is a key factor for success in a highly
competitive environment. Reference here is
not to the image built by any means.
Image communication is a planned and
consistent dissemination of information
regarding
the
fulfillment
of
the
professional
as
well
as
social
responsibilities. Image is not built on
claims; but only on the basis of something
done or being done. And public relations is
the sentinel that keeps watch on the image
of an organization ensuring that
information dissemination keeps the public
informed of true facts in a transparent
manner and thus enhance the image. Public
relations is not communication alone. It
has a strategic function in management in
so far as its function is to analyse trends,
predict their consequences and counsel the
organizational leaders on how these
consequences affect the organization. From
this perspective PR is not just another
executive function. Public relations in an
organizational set up has to be placed on a
much higher level, if not on the board
level, of management. This implies that in
order to comprehend public relations fully,
a multi paradigm approach that embraces
management problems and issues as well
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as various concerns of the society at large
is needed. International Public Relations
Association (IPRA) identifies ten group of
activities, with Public Opinion heading the
list, as comprising together the full breadth
of PR practice. This book described these
activities in sixteen chapters, including the
opportunities in the new media. This book
is not a Manual of Public Relations, as
several books on the subject are. It is more
philosophical and it clarifies the concept of
public relations from different perspectives
so that PR is not mistaken for any other
form of communication. As a matter of
fact, the book is an image building exercise
for PR itself. The author, Michael
Puthenthara, is a welcome combination of
academic knowledge and practical
experience in communication, particularly
public relations and advertising. He has
been a PR practitioner for over 36 years.
He holds a Ph.D. from Banaras Hindu
University, Varanasi and also has a
qualification in Business Management. He
also translates books from Malayalam to
English and English to Malayalam on
various subjects. There are as many as ten
such translations to his credit. Presently he
is on the faculty of the Institute of
Communication, Kerala Press Academy.
Cochin, Kerala.
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none Mar 8, 2011 Here are 31 definitions of public relations or PR to help you. and participants are liable to have
vastly different perspectives on the topic. Public Relations Review Vol 38, Iss 2, Pgs 179-338, (June 2012 Public
relations has been growing in importance as an element of a companys or institutions communication whether internally,
with other corporations or with A Theoretical Basis for Public Relations - Higher Ed The online version of Public
Relations Review at , the worlds Valuing internal communication management and employee perspectives.
Asymmetric v. symmetric public relations Public relations in any country is perceived differently by economists,
politicians, journalists, social activists, charities and social movement activists. Generally, in Organizational
Perspectives for Public Relations Research and Military Perspectives on Public Relations Related to Environmental
Issues. Grace D. Lee Jenni and M. Nils Peterson. Forestry and Environmental Resources, 16 An Overview of Public
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Relations Theory Management Perspectives of Public Relations Practitioners and Business Professionals on the Value
of News Coverage, by Pauline A. Howes, Ph.D. and Lynne M. Sallot, : Perspectives of Public Relations eBook: Dr.
Michael This paper explores the relationship between economic theory and public relations, in order to explain how
public relations management contributes to Rhetorical Perspective and Public Relations: Meaning Matters They
discuss the implications of these various perspectives for research in public relations and illustrate these implications
with examples of research from Different perspectives on PR Communication Director The National Perspectives on
the Development of Public Relations: Other Voices series is the first to offer an authentic world-wide view of the history
of. International Public Relations: An American Perspective - RACO History of public relations - Wikipedia The
National Perspectives on the Development of Public Relations: Other Voices series is the first to offer an authentic
world-wide view of the history of. Economic perspectives on public relations - ScienceDirect On-line Readings in
Public Relations by Michael Turney. Further perspective on the mutual satisfaction phase of public relations:
Asymmetric v. symmetric public How public relations works: Theoretical roots and - ScienceDirect Jan 4, 2016
Everyone starts a public relations plan with the best intentions. When PR fails, maybe the process isnt the problem.
Before hiring a PR firm or Perspectives on Public Relations Historiography and - Palgrave Rhetorical theory
features how the public relations process becomes enriched through the role co-created, shared meaning plays in society
as a blend of mind Perspectives on Public Relations Research - Google Books Associations play a powerful role in
socializing practitioners. The presence of public relations associations across the world is one more step toward How
public Relations Works: Theoretical Roots and - ResearchGate They defined public relations as the management of
communication between an organization and its publics (p. 7). Developed by J. Grunig, situational theory is a theoretical
framework that allows identification of strategic publics. Public Relations Journal Vol. 8, No. 4 PR Journal: PRSA
16 An Overview of Public Relations Theory Management processeswe believe that it is also important to provide
some perspective about public relations practitioners use every day: relationship theory, persuasion 31 Public Relations
Definitions - Heidi Cohen KEY WORDS: International Public Relations, Ameri- can Perspective, Generic Principles,
Cultural Relati- vism, Excellence Theory, Model of World-class Public. Public Relations Journal Archive Most
textbooks date the establishment of the Publicity Bureau in 1900 as the start of the . In the 1920s, Americans wanted to
disprove the perspective of French aristocrats that the American democracy run by the mob had no sense of
Perspectives on public relations history - ScienceDirect Perspectives on Public Relations Historiography and Palgrave A Global Perspective on Public Relations Professionalism - Jun 17 Perspectives of Public Relations
Practitioners and Business Professionals on the Value of News Coverage, by Pauline A. Howes, Ph.D. and Lynne M.
Sallot, Public relations is often studied from a managerial, instrumental perspective or a psychological, behavioral
perspective. To understand the role of public How To Make The News: A Public Relations Perspective - Forbes
Perspectives of Public Relations - Kindle edition by Dr. Michael Puthenthara. Download it once and read it on your
Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.
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